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 Why Medallia
 
                Learn how partnering with us can transform your business — for
                both customers and employees.
              
 Success Stories
 See results from brands like yours
 Enterprise-Grade Platform
 Explore all features and benefits
 World-Class Service
 Get support for crucial operations
 AI Leadership
 Follow our AI experience innovations
 Global Impact
 Improve the world beyond your own
 Partner Network
 Access approved, localized expertise


 Platform
 
 




 Medallia Platform
 
                Explore how experiences come together in one powerful
                platform.
              
 Comprehensive Feedback Capture
 Collect every signal for more meaningful data
 Administration
 Run complex, global programs with self-service
 Role-Based Reporting
 Close the loop and drive action quickly
 AI & Analytics
 Uncover essential insights from every interaction
 Integrations
 Easily share data across systems and teams
 Pricing
 Expand your program with flexible pricing
 Enterprise-Grade Security
 Keep your business data safe and compliant


 Solutions
 
 




 Customer Experience
 
                      End-to-end customer experience management and
                      orchestration
                    
 
 




 Overview
 
                    Customer Experience Management
                  
 Digital Experience
 Experience Orchestration
 Personalized Messaging


 Employee Experience
 Employee listening and activation solutions
 
 




 Overview
 Employee Listening
 Employee Activation
 Ideas


 Contact Center
 
                      Improve agent engagement and optimize service quality
                    
 
 




 Overview
 Conversation Intelligence
 Agent Coaching
 Quality Management
 Intelligent Callback


 Market Research
 
                      Expert research strategy, design, analytics, and
                      deliverables
                    
 
 




 Overview
 Agile Research
 Consumer Intelligence
 Video Research
 
                    Research Strategy & Services
                  




 Resources
 
 




 Discover
 
                      Get guidance from leading experience professionals
                      across a variety of mediums.
                    
 
 




 Blog
 Newsroom
 Customer Stories
 Event Calendar
 Careers


 Learn
 
                      Whether a tenured Medallia pro or a burgeoning advocate,
                      there’s plenty to learn.
                    
 
 




 Training & Certification
 Medallia User Group
 Experience 101
 Resource Library


 Support
 
                      Our team is ready to support you with knowledge, help,
                      and new enhancements.
                    
 
 




 Knowledge Center
 Experts on Demand
 Contact Support
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                  Experience 2024
                
 See the exciting new releases from the keynote.
 Watch now
 



 Request a demo
  English (US) 	English
	Deutsch
	Français
	Español/Europa
	Español/América Latina
	Português/Brasil
	Italiano
	日本語
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                        Success Stories
                        
 See results from brands like yours
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                        World-Class Service
                        
 Get support for crucial operations
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                        Enterprise-Grade Platform
                        
 Explore all features and benefits
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                        Global Impact
                        
 Improve the world beyond your own
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                        AI Leadership
                        
 Follow our AI experience innovations
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                        Partner Network
                        
 Access approved, localized expertise
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                    Explore how experiences come together in one powerful
                    platform.
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                        Comprehensive Feedback Capture
                        
 Collect every signal for more meaningful data
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                        Administration
                        
 Run complex, global programs with self-service
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                        Role-Based Reporting
                        
 Close the loop and drive action quickly
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                        AI & Analytics
                        
 Uncover essential insights from every interaction
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                        Integrations
                        
 Easily share data across systems and teams
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                        Pricing
                        
 Expand your program with flexible pricing
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                        Enterprise-Grade Security
                        
 Keep your business data safe and compliant





 
 
 


              Solutions
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                            Customer Experience
                            

 
                          End-to-end customer experience management and
                          orchestration
                        


 
                        Customer Experience Management
                        
 
                        Tracking & measurement to improve customer loyalty
                      

 
                        Digital Experience
                        
 Capture & scoring for digital journeys

 
                        Experience Orchestration
                        
 Individualized customer journeys at scale

 
                        Personalized Messaging
                        
 AI-driven two-way messaging
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                            Employee Experience
                            

 Employee listening and activation solutions


 
                        Employee Listening
                        
 Candidate to exit experience feedback

 
                        Employee Activation
                        
 Real-time feedback tied to stakeholder action

 
                        Ideas
                        
 Fast problem-solving through crowdsourcing
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                            Contact Center
                            

 
                          Improve agent engagement and optimize service
                          quality
                        


 
                        Conversation Intelligence
                        
 Automated insights from every conversation

 
                        Agent Coaching
                        
 Frontline-specific coaching

 
                        Quality Management
                        
 QM and assurance optimization

 
                        Intelligent Callback
                        
 Virtual hold and scheduling technology
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                            Market Research
                            

 
                          Expert research strategy, design, analytics, and
                          deliverables
                        


 
                        Agile Research
                        
 Pre-built surveys for quick insights

 
                        Consumer Intelligence
                        
 Competitive insights for retail & restaurants

 
                        Video Research
                        
 Online focus groups and panel studies

 
                        Research Strategy & Services
                        
 In-house experts for customized research





 
 
 


              Resources
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 Discover

 
                        Get guidance from leading experience professionals
                        across a variety of mediums.
                      


 
                        Blog
                        

 
                        Newsroom
                        

 
                        Customer Stories
                        

 
                        Event Calendar
                        

 
                        Careers
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 Learn

 
                        Whether a tenured Medallia pro or a burgeoning
                        advocate, there’s plenty to learn.
                      


 
                        Training & Certification
                        

 
                        Medallia User Group
                        

 
                        Experience 101
                        

 
                        Resource Library
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 Support

 
                        Our team is ready to support you with knowledge, help,
                        and new enhancements.
                      


 
                        Knowledge Center
                        

 
                        Experts on Demand
                        

 
                        Contact Support
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                      Experience 2024
                    
 See the exciting new releases from the keynote.
 Watch now
 





  EN	English
	Deutsch
	Français
	Español/Europa
	Español/América Latina
	Português/Brasil
	Italiano
	日本語
	한국어



 
              Request a demo
            


 

 
 
 Orchestrate individualized experiences across all channels

 Real-time next best experience 

 Get a demo
 

 

 

 Trusted by leading brands 
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 Mobilize CX into Action
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 Medallia Experience Orchestration (MXO) extends customer experience insight into actionable strategies by identifying real-time customer intent, then applying what is learned to make every action the right action for every customer moment. 

    






Next Best Experience

 Enable brands to understand the dynamic needs of each customer to then tailor action in the moment and deliver effortless engagement  

 
Convert Unknown Audiences

 Listen to customers anonymous online activity to discover interest, and understand context to deliver relevant and valuable conversations 

 
Optimize Cost to Serve

 Dynamically manage simple resolutions enabling operational teams to handle and focus on mission critical interactions

 

 

VIDEO

 Inspire a Purchase and React in Real Time

 


 In this video, you’ll see a step-by-step process for how Medallia Experience Orchestration can help you turn your CX program from a cost center into a profit center.

  Watch Webinar Recording 
  Read the White Paper 
 

 



 VIDEO

 Inspire a Purchase and React in Real Time

 

 In this video, you’ll see a step-by-step process for how Medallia Experience Orchestration can help you turn your CX program from a cost center into a profit center.




  Watch Webinar Recording 
  Read the White Paper 
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 “MXO led to insights that fundamentally changed the way we understand how customers interact with our brands. With Medallia, we are stronger, generating higher conversions and increased NPS.”

 Mesut Ocalan

 Head of Analytics – Global D2C, BSH Hausgerate

 
 




 Align experiences with individual needs and create meaningful moments

 Guiding personalized experiences — no matter where the customer shows up — starts with putting the customer first. Activate your individualized experience insights gathered in Medallia Experience Cloud to deliver seamless, end-to-end experiences.

 Learn More  




 
 Journey intelligence & analytics 
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 Uncover a unique perspective into customer journeys with powerful visualizations and behavioral insights. Improve the end-to-end experience by identifying critical moments across all channels of engagement.
	Aggregate Views: Deliver business intelligence to operational stakeholders and relevant journey context to customer-facing staff
	Live End-to-End Journeys: Dynamic views that reveal high value moments, hotspots, friction points, and detractor moments
	Dynamic Customer Profiles: Profiles are updated during every interaction or event across all channels, even when a profile is anonymous.


  Learn More  







 
 Deliver relevant action at scale
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 Orchestrate experiences in the moment with up to the second insights to deliver individualized interactions that build brand loyalty.
	Centralized Orchestration: Align engagement strategies to deliver consistent, individualized experiences in all channels of engagement  
	Real-time Decisioning Engine: Leverage previous customer interactions and responses to continuously improve outcomes for every interaction across all channels of engagement
	Built-in Arbitration: Ranks decisions based on each customer’s propensity to ensure the most relevant next best conversation is being promoted


  Learn More  
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 Get all your systems on the same customer journey page

 Effective customer journey orchestration involves communication with other systems for event ingestion, customer data lookup and audience activation. Medallia Experience Orchestration has you covered with application connectors, an API framework and mobile SDKs to communicate with all of your internal and external data sources and system
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 Blog
 Personalizing Customer Experience: How to Make Customers Feel Valued & Love Your Brand

 Read why top brands are personalizing CX to lead their industries, and how your organization can deliver these engaging and unique experiences to every customer.

 
                      LEARN MORE
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 Blog
 Understanding Intent-Driven Journeys - and Why They Are a Game-Changer

 Customer journeys have evolved to become genuinely customer-driven, as opposed to being solely campaign-based. Learn more about these new intent-driven journeys.

 
                      LEARN MORE
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 Blog
 Modern Approach to Journey Analysis

 Read how brands have capitalized on customer journey analytics to  improve understanding and management of customer journeys.

 
                      LEARN MORE
                    






 View All Resources





        Oops… looks like we're having trouble. Please refresh the page and try
        again.
      
 
        Refresh Page
      
 See Medallia Experience Orchestration in action today
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      The form cannot be displayed at this time. Please connect with us via
      our website chat.
    
 Thank you
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 Experience 101
 	Experience 101 Hub
	Net Promoter Score
	Voice of the Customer
	CEM Software
	Customer Experience Management
	Customer Retention


 Platform
 	Text Analytics
	Admin Suite
	Ask Now
	Medallia CX ROI Calculator
	Mobile
	Pricing


 Company
 	About Medallia
	Customers
	Services
	Events & Virtual Experiences
	Newsroom
	Contact Us


 Resources
 	Developer Portal
	Documentation
	Blog
	Medallia Leadership Team
	Partners
	Data Protection
	Careers
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